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Computational design of drainage systems for vascularized scaffolds
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a b s t r a c t

This computational study analyzes how to design a drainage system for porous scaffolds so that the
scaffolds can be vascularized and perfused without collapse of the vessel lumens. We postulate that
vascular transmural pressure – the difference between lumenal and interstitial pressures – must exceed
a threshold value to avoid collapse. Model geometries consisted of hexagonal arrays of open channels in
an isotropic scaffold, in which a small subset of channels was selected for drainage. Fluid flow through
the vessels and drainage channel, across the vascular wall, and through the scaffold were governed by
Navier–Stokes equations, Starling’s Law of Filtration, and Darcy’s Law, respectively. We found that each
drainage channel could maintain a threshold transmural pressure only in nearby vessels, with a radius-
of-action dependent on vascular geometry and the hydraulic properties of the vascular wall and scaffold.
We illustrate how these results can be applied to microvascular tissue engineering, and suggest that
scaffolds be designed with both perfusion and drainage in mind.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Numerous materials have been developed to promote the forma-
tion of vascularized tissues in vitro and in vivo [1–3]. In many studies,
these materials consisted of uniformly porous scaffolds (e.g., hydro-
gels, degradable polymer meshes) that contained vascular growth
factors and/or cells [4–8]. More recently, scaffolds with pre-formed
channels made by microlithography or other patterning techniques
have been created, in the hope that pre-vascularizing these channels
would accelerate perfusion upon transplantation in vivo [9–12]. The
ability of scaffolds to yield a sufficiently large density of perfused
vessels is often the primary concern, and many computational studies
have attempted to design scaffolds with appropriate densities of
channels to sustain a desired tissue metabolic rate [12–14]. In this
work, we analyze the complementary issue of tissue drainage,
specifically for scaffolds with pre-vascularized channels.

Why is drainage relevant? In vertebrates, nearly all organs
contain specialized vesselsdthe lymphaticsdto remove excess
fluid, solutes, and cells that are transported across permeable blood
vessel walls [15]. If fluid filters across blood vessels at a higher rate
than the rate of drainage into lymphatics, then interstitial fluid
accumulates and interstitial pressures rise [16,17]. Increased inter-
stitial fluid pressure, if not mirrored by increases in blood pressure,
will lead to decreased transmural pressure (lumenal pressure minus
interstitial pressure) across vascular walls, thereby lowering vascular
: þ1 617 353 6766.
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diameter and hindering perfusion [18]. In particular, transmural
pressure must remain above a certain threshold (the so-called
‘‘closing pressure’’) to avoid vascular collapse [19–21]. Published
values of closing pressures range from �5 to 25 cm H2O [20–23]; in
general, the greater the vascular tone, the greater the threshold value
[22,23]. Vascular constriction or collapse is thought to play a crucial
role in pathological conditions where external compression of tissue
greatly reduces blood flow, such as compartment syndrome [24–26].

We expect engineered tissues to be subject to the same
constraints and possibly to be even more vulnerable to insufficient
drainage. The highly cross-linked nature of many scaffolds implies
that it is difficult for scaffolds to swell sufficiently to accommodate
excess fluids. Moreover, engineered vessels can be more immature
and permeable compared to native blood vessels [10]. As a first step
towards understanding how to design drainage systems for engi-
neered tissues, we used computational modeling to determine how
the physical properties of a scaffold, and the organization of vessels
contained within, influence the ability of the scaffold to be drained.
We analyzed how drainage capacity affects pressure balance within
a scaffold, and show that low densities of drainage channels can
potentially lead to collapse of surrounding vessels.

In this study, we postulate that a minimum transmural pressure
(analogous to the closing pressure in vivo) is required to maintain
vascular patency. We show thatdin the absence of drainagedall
vascular networks will contain at least some vessel segments under
negative transmural pressure at steady state. Under these conditions,
it is likely that transmural pressures will fall below the minimum
level required to avoid collapse and loss of perfusion. Thus, whether
an engineered scaffold can be functionally perfused may depend not
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Fig. 1. Representative geometries of the tissue slab and computational domain, for the
case of N¼ 4. (A) Front and back faces of the tissue slab are separated by a distance L.
Vessels of diameter D form a hexagonal lattice of spacing h. Cylinders with white and
dark grey walls represent drainage channels and vessels, respectively. Dashed black
lines denote planes of symmetry. Dashed red lines outline the actual computational
domain. (B) Boundary conditions on the scaffold and their regions of applicability.
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only on the total vascular density, but also on whether the scaffold
has enough drainage channels to maintain vascular patency via a low
interstitial pressure.

This study evaluates several candidate drainage systems, and
determines which combination of scaffold properties and vascular
geometries can maintain a given transmural pressure in all vessels.
It extends the existing body of work in numerical and/or analytical
investigations of microvascular fluid mechanics, which have pre-
dicted fluid flow and pressure within and immediately around
capillaries, but which have not typically emphasized the role of
drainage in determining flow and pressure [27–31]. Our study
hypothesizes that the geometric relationship between the areas for
filtration and drainage, and the hydraulic properties of the scaffold
and endothelial walls, play complementary roles in regulating
vascular transmural pressure.

The models considered here consist of arrays of parallel vessels,
similar to those proposed by August Krogh in his model of oxygen
transport [32]. In contrast to the standard Krogh model (in which all
vessels are designated for perfusion), here we selected a subset for
drainage. Given the potential similarity of our models to the Krogh
model of capillary perfusion, we examined whether the concept of
a radius-of-action or ‘‘Krogh radius’’, which has greatly simplified
the design of microvascular systems for perfusion [33,34], could
also be applied to the design of drainage systems.

2. Theory and numerical methods

2.1. Terminology

We modeled pressures and flows in a slab of tissue comprised of
a regular hexagonal array of perfusion vessels and drainage chan-
nels in a porous scaffold (Fig. 1). Here, ‘‘vessel’’ refers to a structure
that contains an endothelial layer. ‘‘Channels’’ are barren and lack
an endothelium. We do not refer to drainage channels as
‘‘lymphatics’’ to avoid confusion over the mechanism of drainage:
In contrast to actual lymphatics in vivo [35], here the drainage
channels are not endothelialized and are passively drained.

2.2. Geometry of numerical model

The geometries of our models followed those described by
Vunjak-Novakovic and co-workers [14]. Vessels and drainage
channels were cylinders of length L and diameter D, extended from
one face of the slab to the other in a direction normal to the scaffold
faces, and were separated by a center-to-center lattice spacing h
(Fig. 1A). They were distributed within the hexagonal array such
that drainage channels were separated by a distance 2Nh, where N
is a positive integer.

The symmetry of this arrangement permitted reduction of the
model tissue to an equivalent triangular wedge radiating from
a single drainage channel (Fig. 1B; see below for appropriate
boundary conditions). The simplified tissue contained N concentric
layers of vessels.

2.3. Governing equations

Fluid flow through the scaffold obeyed Darcy’s law [36]:

vscaffold ¼ �KVPscaffold (1)

Here, vscaffold is the interstitial fluid velocity, K is the hydraulic
conductivity of the scaffold, and Pscaffold is the interstitial fluid
pressure. The hydraulic conductivity was assumed to be indepen-
dent of Pscaffold [36–38], and we confirmed this assumption exper-
imentally for type I collagen and alginate gels (see below).
Fluid flow through the vessels and drainage channels obeyed
steady-state Navier–Stokes equations:

rðvvessel$VÞvvessel ¼ �VPvessel þ hV2vvessel (2)

rðvdrain$VÞvdrain ¼ �VPdrain þ hV2vdrain (3)

where vvessel and vdrain are the vascular and drainage fluid veloci-
ties, Pvessel and Pdrain are the pressures within vessels and the
drainage channel, r is the perfusate density, and h is the perfusate
viscosity. Vascular pressures decreased from an inlet pressure Pin to
an outlet pressure Pout. The open ends of drainage channels were
held at drainage pressure Pdr.

To describe the perfusion of a scaffold with a defined medium,
we imposed Starling’s Law for filtration of protein-free perfusate at
the vessel walls and on the front and back faces of the slab [39]:

vn ¼ LP

�
Pvessel � Pscaffold

�
(4)

where vn is the fluid filtration velocity normal to the wall, and LP is
the hydraulic conductivity of the vessel wall. Equation (4) describes
a scaffold that is vascularized both within and on its surface, which
we expect to be the end result when porous scaffolds are seeded
with a suspension of vascular cells. Continuity of fluid velocity and
pressure was imposed at the drainage channel wall, since these
walls were taken to be endothelium-free. We imposed the no-flux
boundary condition vn¼0 at planes of symmetry.

To test how the boundary conditions at the scaffold walls
affected fluid pressures and flow, we modified our standard models
in two ways: In one set of models, we imposed equation (4) at the
drainage wall; these models effectively replace the drainage
channel with a vessel, and are equivalent to models without
drainage. In another set, we replaced equation (4) with fixed-
pressure boundary conditions of Pscaffold¼ Pin at the front face and
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Pscaffold¼ Pout at the back face of the scaffold; these models imply
that the faces of the scaffold offer no hydraulic resistance.

2.4. Parameter values

Each design was completely defined by four geometric values (N,
D, h, L), two hydraulic conductivities (K, LP), three pressures (Pdr, Pin,
Pout), and two materials properties (r, h). Table 1 shows ranges of
values used in this work. Because we were interested in pressure
differences across the vessel walls, we could eliminate one pressure by
specifying only the perfusion pressure difference Pin� Pout and the
drainage pressure difference Pout� Pdr. Vascular diameters D ranged
from 30 to 200 mm, which approximates the diameters of cylindrical
tubes currently achievable using micromolded or laser-etched scaf-
folds [10,14,40]. Values for L and h were chosen to yield physiologi-
cally relevant microvascular aspect ratios [41]. Values for Pin� Pout

approximated pressure drops across microvessels in vivo [42,43].
Values for K ranged from w10�12 cm4/dyn s for dense scaffolds like
poly(ethylene glycol)-based gels to w10�8 cm4/dyn s for type I
collagen gels [36,38]. Values for LP ranged from w10�11 to
w10�9 cm3/dyn s for endotheliumwith or without a muscular wall in
vitro [44–46]. The density and viscosity of perfusate were taken to be
those of dilute aqueous solutions (1 g/cm3 and 0.7 cP, respectively).

2.5. Numerical methods

For each model, we solved equations (1)–(4) using the finite
element method (COMSOL Multiphysics ver. 3.4; Comsol, Inc.) with
quadratic Lagrangian elements and the PARDISO solver algorithm.
Each model yielded the transmural pressure Pt h Pvessel� Pscaffold

along all vessel walls, and we recorded the minimum value Pt,min in
the model. For each model, we demonstrated mesh independence
by increasing the fineness of the mesh until a two-fold increase in
numerical degrees of freedom led to a <0.05 cm H2O difference in
Pt,min. Models with >106 degrees of freedom were solved on
parallel-processing Linux-based workstations (Whitaker Computa-
tional Facility; Dept. of Biomedical Eng., Boston Univ.) and typically
required 1–10 CPU-hrs to converge. Although equations (1)–(4) are
non-linear, we did not note sensitivity of the final solutions to initial
solver conditions.

3. Materials and experimental methods

To test whether hydraulic conductivity K was independent of Pscaffold, we
measured K for collagen and alginate gels at a variety of interstitial pressures.
Collagen gels were made by gelling neutralized type I collagen (10 mg/mL from rat
tail; BD Biosciences) inside an open-ended silicone channel (cross-sectional
Table 1
Design parameters and their values.

Parameter Definition Values

Geometric parameters
N Layers of vessels per drainage channel 1–12
D Diameter of vessels 30–200 mm
h Distance between adjacent vessels 250–1000 mm
L Thickness of scaffold 0.5–2.0 cm

Hydraulic parameters
K Scaffold hydraulic conductivity 10�12–10�8 cm4/dyn$s
LP Vascular hydraulic conductivity 10�11-10�9 cm3/dyn$s

Pressures
Pin� Pout Perfusion pressure difference 2–40 cm H2O
Pout� Pdr Drainage pressure difference 0–30 cm H2O

Materials properties
r Density of perfusate 1 g/cm3

h Viscosity of perfusate 0.7 cP
area¼ 0.75 mm2, length¼ 3 mm) at 37 �C. MCDB131 media was flowed through gels
by applying a hydrostatic pressure difference DP of 2, 5, 8, or 12.5 cm H2O across
their ends, while varying the average pressure in the gel between �5, 0, 5, 10, or
15 cm H2O. Media was collected from the outlet end to determine the flow rate Q
through the gel, and K was calculated from the relation K¼Q(3 mm)/(0.75 mm2)DP.

Since alginate gels are much more resistive than collagen gels are, we formed
alginate gels in larger blocks (cross-sectional area¼ 4 cm2, thickness¼ 1 mm).
Alginate (4%; Sigma) was gelled with 60 mM CaCl2 at room temperature for 2 h. The
alginate slab was then carefully sandwiched between two plastic rings and sealed
with silicone. The hydrostatic pressure differences applied across the gels were 3, 6,
10, or 13.5 cm H2O; the average pressures in the gels were �5, 0, 5, 10, or 15 cm H2O.
Hydraulic conductivity was calculated with a formula analogous to the one
described above.

4. Results

Our objective was to analyze how the minimum transmural
pressure Pt,min varies with the geometry of the scaffold (as described
by N, D, h, and L), the hydraulic properties of the scaffold and vessel
wall (K and LP), and the driving pressures for perfusion and drainage
(Pin� Pout and Pout� Pdr). We first determined the basic features
required to obtain positive transmural pressures, since we expected
positive Pt to favor vascular patency. We then systematically
examined which of the eight above variables had the greatest
influence on Pt,min, and attempted to reduce the number of relevant
variables where possible and justified by physical reasoning.

In all models, we assumed that K was independent of Pscaffold. To
test this assumption, we measured K for type I collagen and alginate
gels, two materials commonly used in tissue engineering applica-
tions [47–49]. Unlike highly heterogeneous tissues in vivo [37],
these homogeneous scaffolds exhibited at best a weak dependence
of K on Pscaffold, with a 1% increase per cm H2O for collagen gels
(K w 3�10�8 cm4/dyn s) and a 3% increase per cm H2O for alginate
gels (K w 2�10�11 cm4/dyn s).

4.1. Requirement for drainage and insulation of scaffold walls

Fig. 2A presents cross-sectional views of interstitial and lumenal
pressures in a representative tissue construct with four layers of
vessels per drainage channel (i.e., N¼ 4). Interstitial pressure Pscaffold

increased with distance from the drainage channel (i.e., downwards
in Fig. 2A), but decreased with distance along the vascular axis (i.e.,
left to right in Fig. 2A). The axial decrease in vessel lumenal pressure
Pvessel was greater than that in Pscaffold. Thus, transmural pressure Pt

fell with distance from the drainage channel and with distance
along the vascular axis. The combination of these two trends caused
the outlet of the vessel furthest from the drainage channel to display
the minimum Pt in the model. That is, the outlet of the outermost
vessel is most vulnerable to collapse.

In the absence of a drainage channel, negative transmural
pressures emerged in some portions of the construct, while large
segments of vascular walls effectively existed at Pt¼ 0 cm H2O
(Fig. 2B). As expected, the interstitial pressure became bracketed by
the two perfusion pressures Pin and Pout. Thus, drainage channels are
necessary to maintain non-negative transmural pressures.

To obtain transmural pressures that were positive everywhere, it
was necessary to have drainage channels and to have scaffolds
whose walls exhibited hydraulic resistance (Fig. 2C). In the absence
of this resistance (i.e., with constant-pressure boundary conditions),
the interstitial fluid was not insulated from perfusion pressures, and
all vascular inlets and outlets had Pt¼ 0 cm H2O.

4.2. Effect of drainage pressures and hydraulic properties
on minimum transmural pressures

For a given model geometry and perfusion pressures, lowering
the pressure Pdr at the ends of the drainage channel (or, equivalently,



Fig. 2. (A) Interstitial and vascular pressures for a representative model (N¼ 4, D¼ 100 mm, h¼ 500 mm, L¼ 1 cm, LP¼ 10�10 cm3/dyn$s, K¼ 10�10 cm4/dyn s, Pin� Pout¼ 10 cm H2O,
Pout� Pdr¼ 20 cm H2O) with hydraulically resistive scaffold walls. The image maps the interstitial pressures (with respect to Pdr) along a cross-section of the scaffold, with the
drainage channel at the top of the plot, vascular inlets on the left end, and vascular outlets on the right. The location of the minimum transmural pressure in the model, Pt,min, is
indicated by a dotted circle. (B) Same as (A), but for a model with drainage channel replaced by a vessel. (C) Same as (B), but for a model with fixed-pressure boundary conditions on
the scaffold walls (Pscaffold¼ Pin on the left wall, and Pscaffold¼ Pout on the right wall).
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increasing Pout� Pdr) led to higher transmural pressures in all
vessels (Fig. 3). This result held for a wide range of scaffold hydraulic
conductivities K and vascular hydraulic conductivities LP (Fig. 3A
and B). We reasoned that the transmural pressure was determined
largely by the relative hydraulic resistances of the vessel wall and
scaffold and by the magnitude of the driving pressure for drainage
Pout� Pdr. To test this possibility, we normalized the minimum
transmural pressures with Pout� Pdr, and plotted them versus the
ratio of hydraulic properties LP/K (Fig. 3C). We found a remarkable
overlap in curves over the entire ranges of LP, K, and Pout� Pdr. This
result greatly simplifies the functional dependence of minimum
transmural pressure Pt,min, and implies that Pt,min is largely
proportional to Pout� Pdr and a function of LP/K.

We note that for values of LP/K greater than w10 cm�1, the
transmural pressures are close to 0 cm H2O. In this regime, the
scaffold is so resistive that little fluid filters out of the vessel walls.
As a result, vascular and scaffold pressures are nearly identical, and
there is little transmural pressure to stabilize against vascular
collapse. Such values of LP/K are possible in dense scaffolds such as
highly cross-linked alginate or poly(ethylene glycol) gels, which
have small conductivities on the order of 10�11 to 10�12 cm4/dyn s
[50,51]. Our models indicate that these materials may not possess
hydraulic properties that are well suited for drainage.

Similarly, for values of LP/K less than w0.1 cm�1, the transmural
pressures approach Pout� Pdr. Here, the scaffold is so conductive
that the interstitial pressure Pscaffold is nearly constant and equal to
Pdr. These values of LP/K are obtained for highly porous materials
such as collagen gels, for which K is on the order of 10�8 cm4/dyn s.
Small values of LP/K can also be obtained when the vascular walls
are resistive (e.g., in arterioles) [44]. In either case, the tissue is
easily stabilized against collapse by setting the drainage channel at
a lower pressure than vascular perfusion pressures.

4.3. Effect of scaffold geometry on minimum transmural pressures

The scaffold geometry is given by the number N of vascular
‘‘shells’’ that surround each drainage channel and the diameter D,
spacing h, and length L of each vessel. We varied the four para-
meters across ranges that we considered to be experimentally
realizable for engineered scaffolds (Table 1). Based on the results of
the previous section, we kept Pout� Pdr equal to the intermediate
value of 20 cm H2O and chose LP/K to span a range of values (0.01,
0.1, 1, 10, or 100 cm�1).

4.3.1. Number of vascular layers per drainage channel
Of the four geometric parameters, the number of vascular layers

N had by far the strongest influence on transmural pressure
(Fig. 4A). For instance, for a hydraulic conductivity ratio of LP/
K¼ 1 cm�1, doubling the number of vascular layers from four to
eight reduced the minimum transmural pressure by over 85%. A
further increase to twelve vascular layers led to negative Pt,min, as
the central drainage channel became more distant from the
outermost shell of vessels. This result indicates that, as more
vascular layers are added to a model, eventually the drainage
capacity of the central channel is overwhelmed and the influence of
the drainage channel is not felt by vessels furthest from the
channel. As the vessel wall becomes leakier, the effective range of
a drainage channel decreases: For LP/K¼ 1 cm�1, the transition to



Fig. 3. (A) Plot of minimum transmural pressure Pt,min versus scaffold hydraulic
conductivity K (with LP¼ 10�10 cm3/dyn s). (B) Plot of Pt,min versus vascular hydraulic
conductivity LP (with K¼ 10�10 cm4/dyn s). (C) Plot of normalized minimum trans-
mural pressure Pt,min/(Pout� Pdr) versus ratio of hydraulic conductivities LP/K. All
models had N¼ 4, D¼ 100 mm, h¼ 500 mm, L¼ 1 cm, and Pin� Pout¼ 10 cm H2O.

Fig. 4. (A) Plot of minimum transmural pressure Pt,min versus number of vessel layers
N per drainage channel. (B) Plot of minimum transmural pressure found in a given
vessel layer (i.e., from the 1st to Nth layer) for models of N¼ 1–12. All models had
D¼ 100 mm, h¼ 500 mm, L¼ 1 cm, Pin� Pout¼ 10 cm H2O, and Pout� Pdr¼ 20 cm H2O.
In (A), K¼ 10�12, 10�11, 10�10, 10�9, or 10�8 cm4/dyn s, and LP¼ 10�11, 10�10, or
10�9 cm3/dyn s. In (B), LP/K¼ 1 cm�1, and the red symbols reproduce data from (A).
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negative Pt,min takes place around N of 9–10 shells; for LP/
K¼ 10 cm�1, around N of 3–4 shells. As expected, dense scaffolds
with LP/K¼ 100 cm�1 are so poorly drained that even models with
just one shell of vessels per drainage channel have small transmural
pressures, whereas highly porous scaffolds with LP/K¼ 0.01 cm�1

are so easily drained that models with twelve vascular layers per
drainage channel still have large positive transmural pressures at
the outermost shell.

4.3.2. Diameter of vessels and drainage channel
Varying the vessel diameter D demonstrated that transmural

pressure exhibits a biphasic dependence on D (Fig. 5A). With dia-
meters in the range of 50–200 mm, narrower vessels and drainage
channels had a larger transmural pressure, all other parameters held
constant. Since narrower vessels present a smaller surface area for
filtration and hence a smaller overall hydraulic pathway, we plotted
minimum transmural pressure versus a normalized, dimensionless
hydraulic conductivity DLP/K (Fig. 5B). These plots show that the
variation of Pt,min with D mostly results from the effect of D on overall
hydraulic conductance of the vessel wall (i.e., on surface area times LP).

In some cases (e.g., for K¼ 10�8 cm4/dyn s and LP¼ 10�9 cm3/
dyn s), however, the transmural pressures abruptly decreased as
diameters decreased below 50 mm. The reason for this behavior is
that the resistance of the drainage channel to axial flow increases
dramatically as its diameter decreases. Thus, the drainage channel
cannot accommodate the filtered fluid, and pressure gradients
emerge within the drainage channel. To determine if this effect can
be avoided, we solved a family of models in which the drainage
channel was selectively maintained at a large diameter (100 mm),
while the vessels decreased in size (Fig. 5C). This change eliminated
the anomalous decreases in Pt,min. Taken together, our results imply
that decreasing vessel and drainage channel diameters leads to two
competing effects: (1) an increase in transmural pressure, due to
lower vascular hydraulic conductance, and (2) a decrease in
transmural pressure, due to higher resistance within the drainage
channel. The effects counterbalance each other around diameters of
w50 mm.

4.3.3. Spacing of vessels and drainage channel
The effect of increasing vascular spacing h is to decrease the

hydraulic conductance of the scaffold between the drainage
channel and outermost vessel. Thus, we expected minimum
transmural pressure to decrease as vessels and drainage were
spaced further apart. Although Pt,min decreased with increases in h,
transmural pressure was sensitive to h only for hydraulic conduc-
tivity ratios of LP/K w 1 cm�1 (Fig. 6A). Plotting the transmural
pressures against the dimensionless ratio hLP/K revealed that the



Fig. 5. (A) Plot of minimum transmural pressure Pt,min versus diameter D of vessels and
drainage channel. (B) Plot of Pt,min versus a normalized ratio of hydraulic conductivities
DLP/K. (C) Plot of Pt,min versus DLP/K for models in which the diameter of the drainage
channel remained 100 mm. All models had N¼ 4, h¼ 500 mm, L¼ 1 cm,
Pin� Pout¼ 10 cm H2O, and Pout� Pdr¼ 20 cm H2O. In (A) and (B), K¼ 10�12, 10�11,
10�10, 10�9, or 10�8 cm4/dyn s, and LP¼ 10�11, 10�10, or 10�9 cm3/dyn s. In (C),
K¼ 10�8 cm4/dyn s. and LP¼ 10�9 cm3/dyn s Red plots indicate data from Fig. 3C.

Fig. 6. (A) Plot of minimum transmural pressure Pt,min versus spacing h of vessels and
drainage channel. (B) Plot of Pt,min versus a normalized ratio of hydraulic conductivities
hLP/K. All models had N¼ 4, D¼ 100 mm, L¼ 1 cm, Pin� Pout¼ 10 cm H2O, and
Pout� Pdr¼ 20 cm H2O. In (A) and (B), K¼ 10�12, 10�11, 10�10, 10�9, or 10�8 cm4/dyn s,
and LP ¼ 10�11, 10�10, or 10�9 cm3/dyn s. Red plot indicates data from Fig. 3C.
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effect of changing vascular and drainage spacing was largely due to
changes in hydraulic conductance of the scaffold (Fig. 6B).

4.3.4. Length of vessels and drainage channel
Changing the length L of vessels and the drainage channel

proportionally alters the hydraulic conductance of the vascular wall
and scaffold. Since the ratio of conductances does not change, we
expected changes in L to have little effect on transmural pressures.
Indeed, even for the most sensitive case of LP/K w 1 cm�1, changing
L from 5 mm to 20 mm only led to a w10% increase in Pt,min (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7. Plot of minimum transmural pressure Pt,min versus length L of vessels and
drainage channel. All models had N¼ 4, D¼ 100 mm, h¼ 500 mm, Pin� Pout¼ 10 cm
H2O, and Pout� Pdr¼ 20 cm H2O. Here, K¼ 10�12, 10�11, 10�10, 10�9, or 10�8 cm4/dyn s,
and LP¼ 10�11, 10�10, or 10�9 cm3/dyn s.
4.4. Effect of perfusion pressures on minimum transmural pressures

To determine whether the driving pressure for perfusion Pin� Pout

affected transmural pressures, we solved models in which Pin� Pout

varied but in which Pout� Pdr was held constant. These results indi-
cated that the driving perfusion pressure had moderate effects on
transmural pressure (Fig. 8A). For the case of LP/K w 1 cm�1, a four-
fold increase in Pin� Pout from 10 cm H2O to 40 cm H2O led to a w20%
decrease in Pt,min. Surprisingly, increasing Pin� Pout led to decreases in
transmural pressure. Plotting normalized transmural pressure Pt,min/
(Pout� Pdr) versus normalized perfusion pressure (Pin� Pout)/
(Pout� Pdr) demonstrated that minimum transmural pressure is
proportional to Pout� Pdr and a function of the ratio of driving pres-
sures for perfusion and drainage (Fig. 8B).
5. Discussion

5.1. Summary of results

Our results indicate the following methods for increasing
transmural pressure in a vascularized scaffold: (1) insulate the
interior of the scaffold from perfusion pressures, (2) decrease the
pressure at the ends of drainage channels, (3) decrease the pressure



Fig. 8. (A) Plot of minimum transmural pressure Pt,min versus driving pressure for
perfusion Pin� Pout (with Pout� Pdr¼ 20 cm H2O). (B) Plot of normalized minimum
transmural pressure Pt,min/(Pout� Pdr) versus normalized perfusion pressure (Pin�
Pout)/(Pout� Pdr). All models had N¼ 4, D¼ 100 mm, and L¼ 1 cm. In (A), K¼ 10�12,
10�11, 10�10, 10�9, or 10�8 cm4/dyn s, and LP¼ 10�11, 10�10, or 10�9 cm3/dyn s. Red plots
indicate data from (A).
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at vascular inlets, (4) reduce the hydraulic conductivity of vascular
walls, (5) increase the hydraulic conductivity of the scaffold, (6)
reduce the number of vessels per drainage channel, (7) decrease the
diameter of vessels without changing the size of drainage channels,
(8) decrease the spacing between vessels and drainage channel,
and (9) increase the lengths of vessels and drainage channel (i.e.,
increase the thickness of the scaffold).

Transmural pressure is not equally sensitive to these changes,
however. Whereas a two-fold increase in Pout� Pdr leads to a roughly
two-fold increase in minimum transmural pressure Pt,min, a two-fold
increase in vascular length L only yields to a <5% increase in Pt,min.
The most important parameter controlling transmural pressure was
the ratio of hydraulic conductivities LP/K. Models with LP/K greater
than 10 cm�1 (i.e., with leaky vessel walls or with dense scaffolds)
had near-zero transmural pressures, regardless of scaffold geometry
or pressures. Conversely, models with LP/K less than 0.1 cm�1 (i.e.,
with tight vessel walls or with highly porous scaffolds) had trans-
mural pressures nearly equal to Pout� Pdr. Among the remaining
parameters, the driving pressure for drainage Pout� Pdr and the
number of vascular layers N per drainage channel had the largest
effects on Pt,min. We found that the effects of changing geometric
factors could be rationalized by considering changes in hydraulic
conductances; the data suggest that transmural pressure has
a sigmoid relationship with the ratio of geometric and materials
properties DhLP/K.

5.2. Implications for microvascular tissue engineering

To show how our results can be applied in microvascular tissue
engineering, we consider the geometry proposed by Vunjak-
Novakovic and co-workers for perfusing engineered cardiac tissue
in vitro [14]. Here, D is 330 mm, h is 700 mm, and L is 2 mm. These
dimensions were selected to create a scaffold that could effectively
deliver oxygen to embedded cells. Flow velocities of 0.05–0.1 cm/s,
which correspond to driving perfusion pressures of <0.1 cm H2O,
were considered. We assume that the channels are vascularized,
that all transmural pressures must be positive to avoid collapse
(e.g., by delamination of the vascular wall from the scaffold), and
that ideally one wishes to obtain transmural pressures of at least
5 cm H2O as a safety margin.

How might such a vascularized scaffold be drained? As in all
cases, the scaffold will need to be shielded from the perfusion
pressures, either by directly cannulating each vessel or by modifying
the scaffold so that it is covered by a layer of hydraulically resistive
material (e.g., a monolayer of endothelial cells). Next, a subset of
cylinders will need to be cannulated to form drainage channels. We
have found that LP/K should be less than 10 cm�1 to allow effective
drainage (Fig. 3C). Since endothelial monolayers in vitro typically
have large hydraulic conductivities around 10�9 cm3/dyn s [45], the
scaffold hydraulic conductivity should be larger than 10�10 cm4/
dyn s. Pin� Pout is very small in this example (<0.1 cm H2O); using
Fig. 8B, we extrapolate that the minimum transmural pressure for an
N¼ 4 geometry (i.e., where one out of every w50 cylinders is
a drainage channel) will be w46% and w90% of the driving drainage
pressure Pout� Pdr for scaffold conductivities of 10�9 and 10�8 cm4/
dyn s, respectively. The diameter considered in [14] is larger than
those modeled in this study, while the vessel length is less than that
of our usual cases; using Figs. 5A and 7, we extrapolate that these
conditions decrease the transmural pressure collectively by w60%
and w10% for K of 10�9 and 10�8 cm4/dyn s, respectively, from the
case of D¼ 100 mm, L¼ 1 cm. Thus, our results suggest that one can
obtain the desired drainage (Pt,min of 5 cm H2O) by using a scaffold of
hydraulic conductivity 10�9 cm4/dyn s, cannulating one of every 50
channels at atmospheric pressure, and vascularizing and perfusing
the remaining channels at inlet and outlet pressures of w27 cm H2O.
For a scaffold of hydraulic conductivity 10�8 cm4/dyn s, perfusion
pressures of w6 cm H2O are predicted.

To determine the accuracy of these predictions, we compared
the extrapolated values with those obtained by direct numerical
solution. We note that the vascular arrangement in [14] is essen-
tially identical to that diagrammed in Fig. 1, so direct solution is
possible here. Numerical solution showed that, for a Pt,min of 5 cm
H2O and LP¼ 10�9 cm3/dyn s, the required outlet perfusion pres-
sures were 25.8 and 6.6 cm H2O for K¼ 10�9 and 10�8 cm4/dyn s,
respectively, in good agreement with extrapolated values. In this
case (and probably in many others involving parallel arrays of
vessels), extrapolation from data plotted in Figs. 3–8 gives
comparable results to full numerical solution.

5.3. Towards a Krogh model of drainage

The geometry in the previous example was simple enough that
it could be directly solved, but more complex geometries of interest
in microvascular tissue engineering (e.g., bifurcating or three-
dimensional networks with various diameters) rapidly lead to
computationally intractable models. To aid in analyzing complex
geometries, it may be useful to borrow the concept of a radius-of-
action or ‘‘Krogh radius’’ [32]. In the Krogh model of oxygenation,
a capillary can supply oxygen to a cylindrical shell of tissue, whose
thickness is a function of oxygen consumption rate per volume, the
capillary wall oxygen tension, and the diffusion constant of oxygen.
The ability to describe oxygenation by a single number (the Krogh
radius) provides an intuitively simple design constraint on micro-
vascular networks for perfusion [12].

To what extent does the same concept apply to drainage
systems? Here, vessels ‘‘produce’’ interstitial pressure, and the
drainage channel ‘‘removes’’ this pressure; the diffusion constant of
interstitial pressure is proportional to the scaffold hydraulic
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conductivity K [52]. We expect that models in which interstitial
pressure is ‘‘produced’’ at the same rate per volume will have the
same interstitial pressure profile. For instance, an N¼ 6, D¼ 44 mm,
h¼ 333 mm model with 100-mm-diameter drainage channel has the
same dimensions and vascular surface area per volume as an N¼ 4,
D¼ 100 mm, h¼ 500 mm model. We expect the two models to have
nearly identical Pt,min, as is observed computationally: 8.74 cm H2O
for the first case, 8.66 cm H2O for the second one.

For a vascular network of arbitrary geometry, we thus suggest
the following procedure for designing a drainage network: first, one
calculates the vascular surface area per volume for the given
geometry. Second, one designs models with the same surface area
per volume, but which consist of parallel arrays of vessels; these
models should span a range of sizes. Computational solution of
these models, or extrapolation from data in Figs. 3–8, should yield
the minimum transmural pressure as a function of distance
between a drainage channel and the outermost vessel. From these
numbers and a desired Pt,min, one obtains a ‘‘Krogh radius’’ of
drainage, i.e., the maximum distance allowed between a drainage
channel and vessel before drainage becomes insufficient.

We point out that mathematical correspondence with the stan-
dard Krogh model is not exact: In contrast with the oxygenation
model, in which oxygen concentration profiles within the Krogh
radius do not change when excess tissue is added outside the Krogh
radius [32], here the interstitial pressure profiles always change when
vessels are added (Fig. 4B). Nevertheless, the ability to convert
a complex vascular network into a roughly equivalent parallel
vascular array simplifies the design of drainage systems, especially for
vascular geometries that are impractical to model computationally.

5.4. Comparison with previous studies, and potential improvements

Our results are consistent with previous computational studies
of drainage [16,53]. These studies (in the area of tumor physiology)
assumed that intra-tissue lymphatics were not functional, and that
drainage occurred solely at the outer surface of the tissue volume.
They determined that smaller tumors had lower interstitial pres-
sures, which is consistent with our finding that a drainage channel
can effectively drain only vessels in its vicinity.

Comparison with these studies also points the way to future
enhancements of our model. First, we have discounted elastic
coupling between vessel walls and the scaffold [18]. As a result, our
model does not allow for a gradual degradation in perfusion rate as
interstitial pressure rises and vessel diameter decreases. Second,
we have assumed that the perfusate exerts no oncotic pressure, and
that solute gradients do not exist in the scaffold. Both of these
assumptions can be relaxed computationally (in the former, by
using deformable meshes; in the latter, by modifying Starling’s Law
and adding Fick’s Laws to the set of equations to be solved), but at
considerable computational cost. We are currently exploring
methods to realize these enhancements.

6. Conclusions

This work postulates that transmural pressure across a vessel
must exceed a certain value to prevent vascular collapse. We used
computational models to examine the implications of this postulate
on the pressures and flows within a vascularized scaffold. We
determined that the vascular geometry and the hydraulic proper-
ties of the vessel wall and the scaffold play complementary roles in
determining transmural pressure.

An important principle demonstrated by our models is that, to
maintain positive transmural pressure, the interstitial fluid must be
permitted to flow into drainage channels and must be insulated
from the pressures that drive vascular flow. We also found that the
ratio of vascular to interstitial conductances will largely determine
whether a scaffold can be effectively drained. In particular, if the
hydraulic conductance of the scaffold is very low (as can occur in
dense or large gels), then large portions of the capillary network
will exist at approximately zero transmural pressure, a situation
that does not favor vascular patency.

We found that a drainage channeldno matter what pressure it
is set atdcan only maintain a limited number of neighboring
vessels above a threshold transmural pressure. A drainage channel
thus has a limited range, which defines a tissue region for drainage
similar in concept to the Krogh cylinder of oxygenation. The exis-
tence of this radius-of-action can potentially simplify the design of
drainage systems for complex vascular networks. As our compu-
tational resources become more powerful, we intend to test
whether vascular surface area per volume can accurately predict
the spacing of channels needed to drain complex networks.

We note that the parallel geometry studied here can be realized
experimentally by a variety of techniques [9,10,54–56]. Experi-
mental tests of our computational predictions are thus possible,
and will require the determination of closing pressures for engi-
neered vessels.
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Appendix

Figures with essential colour discrimination. Figs. 1 and 2 in this
article are difficult to interpret in black and white. The full colour
images can be found in the on-line version, at doi:10.1016/j.
biomaterials.2009.04.053.
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Glossary

N: Number of layers of vessels per drainage channel
D: Diameter of vessels
h: Inter-axial distance between vessels
L: Length of vessels; thickness of scaffold
K: Interstitial hydraulic conductivity
LP: Hydraulic conductivity of vessel wall
Pin, Pout, Pdr: (Constant) hydrostatic pressures in vascular inlets,

vascular outlets, and ends of drainage channel
Pvessel, Pdrain: Hydrostatic pressures in vessels and drainage channel
Pscaffold: Interstitial pressure
Pt: Transmural pressure (¼Pvessel� Pscaffold)
vvessel, vdrain: Fluid velocities in vessels and drainage channel
vscaffold: Velocity of interstitial fluid
vn: Velocity of interstitial fluid normal to vessel wall (i.e., filtration

velocity)
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